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Abstract 
Hydrocyclones used for solid-liquid separation are usually composed of a single inlet. In this paper, we designed 
hydrocyclone with a new type of tangentially corner inlet structure for separation and compared with the tangentially 
corner inlet and the conventional tangent inlet structure hydro-cyclones, studied the characteristic of their tangential 
velocity, radial and axial velocity distribution. Simulation results showed that the RSM turbulence model and 
SIMPLCE algorithm can be used in analyzing the velocity field and the tangential velocity is increased more than 
16.9% in the tangentially corner inlet hydrocyclone, and also, the separation efficiency is enhanced. The designer can 
use these results for optimizing the structure of hydrocyclone in the future. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
Hydrocyclone is an very extensive separation equipment, because of its high separation efficiency, 
simplicity in design, low maintenance, hydrocyclones are widely used in many industries, such as power 
plant, coal, oil, food, paper industry, etc. 
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Generally, hydrocyclone mainly consists of inlet tube, vortex finder, cylindrical part, conical part and 
tail tube, the fluid flow enter into the inlet tube and cylindrical part, and then into the conical section, all 
of its separation process is quickly completed by the centrifugal force that formed in the hydrocyclone. 
But due to the irregular structure of it, this structure leads to eccentric action in the top of cylindrical 
section, some parts of fluid directly are entered into the vortex finder and formed the short circuit flow, 
these parts of fluid can’t be separated in the hydrocyclone. It will reduce the separation efficiency greatly. 
In order to alleviate the bad influence of the short circuit flow, many scholars in many counties have paid 
considerable attention to it, Chu Liangyin etc invented the cone saw-teeth hydrocyclone[1], Xu Ji Run 
brings forward a hydrocyclone with thick wall of overflow[2], Wang Guangfeng proposed a 
hydrocyclone of the overflow with the outside circulation by-pass[3]. These studies have made some 
positive effect, but not very ideal. 
This paper present a improved structure hydrocyclone basing on the conventional tangentially inlet 
structure, and use the tangentially corner inlet structure to reduce the negative effects of the short circuit 
flow and raise the separation efficiency. As shown in Fig.1, some numerical simulations were finished 
about the two structures of hydrocyclone by the computational soft of Fluent 6.3.26 version. 
2. Mathematical model 
2.1 Basic equations 
For incompressible viscous fluid, its continuum equation and momentum equations: 
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2.2 RSM turbulence model 
The governing equations for the velocity field in incompressible fluids can be written as  
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Where the velocity components is decomposed into the iu  and 'iu  velocity (i=1,2,3), i.e. 
  i i iu u u                             (5) 
Where the Reyonlds stress term ' 'i ju u  includes the turbulence closure, which must be modeled in 
order to astringe Eq.(3). According to the RSM, ' 'i ju u is modeled by the following equation: 
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Where , iu , 'iu are, liquid density velocity, velocity fluctuation and positional length. The two 
terms in the left are the local time derivative of the stress and convective transport term, respectively. The 
four terms in the equation are: 
The turbulent diffusion term: 
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The stress production term: 
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The pressure strain term: 
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The dissipation term: 
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Where the  is the Kronecker factor; and p are respectively the molecular viscosity and pressure.  
3. Numerical calculation of the two structure hydrocyclones 
3.1 Geometric modeling 
Fig.1(a) shows the traditional tangent structure hydrocyclone, Fig.1(b) shows the tangentially corner 
inlet structure hydrocyclone, Fig.1(c) shows the cross-section of the traditional tangent inlet structure, 
Fig.1(d) shows the cross-section of the tangentially corner inlet structure. Table 1 lists their geometry data. 
Comparing to the traditional hydrocyclone, the tangentially corner inlet structure hydrocyclone’s 
characteristic is that the number of inlet tube and inlet are four. 
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Fig.1 Structure of the two hydrocyclones 
Table 1 Dimensions of hydrocyclone used for simulation purpose 
Structure of the hydrocyclone 
Dimensions         mm 
Traditional 
structure 
Tangentially 
inlet 
Diameter of the hydrocyclone 100 100 
The wide of the each inlet 18 4.5 
The height of the inlet 40 40 
Diameter of vortex finder pipe 30 30 
Diameter of apex pipe 25 25 
Height of vortex finder pipe 80 80 
Length of the cylinder section 300 300 
Length of the cone section 525 525 
Length of the apex pipe 45 45 
3.2 Grid generation 
Mesh is used "zoning, block" technology to ensure quality of the grid. Because of the effect of the 
thickness of vortex finder and the method of tangent inlet, the whole calculated regional is split into inlet 
area, cylindrical area, vortex area, cone region and each regional generation grid is alone. 
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The adjacent face is putted up six interface surfaces, and using the same grid nodes in the adjacent 
surface. The whole computational domain is divided by unstructured tetrahedral grids, the total grid 
number about the tangentially corner inlet structure and the conventional tangent structure hydrocyclone 
are respectively 552541 and 602541. as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. 
Fig.2 The calculation grid of the structure one 
Fig.3 The calculation grid of the structure two 
3.3 Numerical method and boundary condition 
In this paper, the commercial computational software “Fluent6.3.26” is used, in which the partial 
differential equations, the finite volume method, the second-order upwind model are used to describe the 
liquid flow, and the pressure-velocity coupling is adopted the SIMPLCE algorithm. 
In the progress of calculations, medium is the normal temperature water, the density of it is 
998.2kg/m3, while the dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase is 1.001003kg/m·s, the following are the 
boundary conditions: 
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 Inlet boundary condition: the boundary condition of inlet is velocity-inlet and the velocity is 5m/s, 
the velocity direction is perpendicular to the inlet cross-section, the turbulence intensity can be 
calculated by the equation I=0.16(Rejin)-1/8 and the hydraulic diameter DH can also be calculated, 
the flow rate and inlet section parameters are given.  
 Outlet boundary conditions: vortex finder and tail tube are defined as pressure-outlet, the gauge 
pressure is the zero.  
 Wall conditions: no-slip solid wall is the given condition, and the standard wall function method is 
exercised to flow near the solid wall. Mesh is used "zoning, block" technology to ensure quality of 
the grid. Because of the effect of the thickness of vortex finder and the method of tangent inlet, the 
whole calculated regional is split into inlet area, cylindrical area, vortex area, cone region and each 
regional generation grid is alone. 
4. Simulation results and analysis 
The velocity of hydrocyclone is decomposed into three velocity components in different directions, the 
tangential velocity, axial velocity, and radial velocity. This paper intends to compare and analysis with 
the simulation results about the three velocity components. If the top of the cylindrical part is the horizon 
of the hydrocyclone, upper is positive and under is negative. We can take three cross- sections to the 
research faces. Z1=-200mm, Z2=-400mm and Z3=-600mm, as shown in Fig 1, and the next is the 
velocity distribution. 
4.1 Tangential velocity 
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Fig.4 Distribution characteristic of the tangential velocity at Z1 
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Fig.5 Distribution characteristic of the tangential velocity at Z2 
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Fig.6 Distribution characteristic of the tangential velocity at Z3 
Comparing with the three-dimensional flow in the hydrocyclone, the tangential velocity plays a vital 
role in the three-dimensional flow for separation progress, it is not only larger than the other two direction 
velocities in numerically, but also the centrifugal force is generated by the tangential velocity, and that is 
the main premise of the separation progress [4]. 
Fig.4,5,6 show that the tangentially corner inlet structure and the conventional tangent structure own 
the same trend line about the tangential velocity, it is increased rapidly following the decreasing of radius 
from the hydrocyclone wall to the center axis, the tangential velocity can reach to the maximum in some 
position, and then it is decreased from the maximum. This is because there is a boundary layer near the 
hydrocyclone wall, the tangential velocity is changing acute near the hydrocyclone wall. Due to the 
presence of air core, the tangential velocity has a great changing nearby the section of the cylinder center. 
These results are consistent with Kelasll’s experimental results on the tangential velocity [6], All of the 
simulation results meet the characteristics of velocity field in the hydrocyclone. 
Comparing with tangential velocity of these three typical cross-sections, Z1=-200mm, Z2=-400mm 
and Z3=-600mm, we can find the results that the tangential velocity of the tangentially corner inlet 
structure can obtain more increasing than the conventional tangent structure from the upper three figures. 
Comparing to the conventional tangent inlet structure, the tangential velocity of the tangentially corner 
inlet structure increased 32.4% at the cross-section of Z1 and at the Z2 cross-section, the data is 
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29.4% and at the Z3 cross-section, the data is 16.9%. These phenomenon means that the centrifugal 
force has been raised in the tangentially corner inlet structure hydrocyclone, the result plays a positive 
effect for the separation of the hydrocyclone, the new type of the hydrocyclone is in favour of improving 
the separation efficiency. 
4.2 Radial velocity 
The figure 7 shows that the radial velocity is increasing gradually from the hydrocyclone wall to the 
radial axis, it can reach to the maximum velocity close to the outside face of the air core, and then the 
radial velocity is reducing rapidly in the air core section. We can name this distribution rule” inside is 
small and outside is large”[5]. The distribution curve of radial velocity is axisymmetric distribution, the 
characteristic is that the speed is equal and the velocity direction is opposite in the same diameter. The 
reason is that the velocity direction of partical is from center to the hydrocyclone wall in it, so the velocity 
direction is opposite. 
 
Fig.7 Distribution characteristic of the radial velocity at Z2 
This characteristic meets the measured result using laser doppler device by Xu Jirun, Sun Qicai, Hsien 
and Li Qiong[6][7]. 
Although the tangential velocity in the tangentially corner inlet structure hydrocyclone is bigger than 
the conventional one, Fig.7 shows that the radial velocity is almost the same in these two structure of 
hydrocyclone, and the speed is 0.5m/s. There are two maximum speeds in the different section, the 
direction is opposite, the distance to the center of the cylinder is equal to 5mm, we can know that this is 
the radial of the air core.  
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4.3 Axial velocity 
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Fig.8 Distribution characteristic of the axial velocity at Z1 
 
Fig.8 shows that the axial velocity distribution is decreasing below the vortex finder from the 
hydrocyclone wall to the air core in both stucture of hydrocyclone, and then the velocity curve is opposite, 
there are two zero point at the both sides of the hydrocyclone center. The whole zero points in the 
hydrocyclone can be connected to a conical surface. It was an important characteristic of axial velocity, 
which was called the locus of zero vertical velocity (LZVV). Through analyses of the figures, it could be 
found that LZVV assumed cylindrical surface in the cylinder of hydrocyclone, and conical surface in the 
cone. So the conclusion could be drawn that LZVV in main separation space of axial-flow hydrocyclone 
is a surface combined by cylindrical and conical surface. The figure also shows that the axial velocity 
curve is asymmetric, we can know that there are turbulent flow and eddy current in the hydrocyclone. 
Because the turbulent flow and eddy current own the different strength and direction, result in changing 
of the axial velocity in it. We can also know that the tangentially corner inlet hydrocyclone can obtain a 
bigger axial velocity than the conventional tangentially structure hydrocyclone in the air-core section, the 
reason is that the bigger tangential velocity it get, the stronger axial velocity it obtain, so it can form a 
better air-core in the hydrocyclone. 
5. Conclusion 
The simulation results using RSM model matched match the hydrocyclone distribution curve of the 
velocity field, thus we can know that the turbulence model is suitable for the numerical simulation of 
hydrocyclone[9]. This RSM model can be used for further research of the hydrocyclone. 
The tangentially corner inlet structure hydrocyclone can obtain more increase of tangential velocity 
than the conventional tangent structure hydrocyclone. At the cross-section of Z1, this data is 32.4%, at the 
cross-section of Z2, the data is 29.4% and at the Z3 cross-section, the data is 16.9%. The bigger of the 
tangential velocity it get, the stronger of centrifugal force it will obtain, this result is beneficial for 
improving the separation efficiency. So the tangentially corner inlet structure hydrocyclone is better than 
the traditional one for separation. 
The axial velocity curve is asymmetric, because there are turbulent flow and eddy current in the 
hydrocyclone. the tangentially corner inlet hydrocyclone can obtain a bigger axial velocity than the 
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conventional tangentially structure hydrocyclone in the air-core section. This characteristic is conducive 
for stabilizing the flow field in the hydrocyclone. 
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